Meet Veriu The latest
member at +U

It’s not often you find a hotel group working
from a collective workspace, but then again
+U isn’t your typical workplace and Veriu
Hotels are anything but your ordinary tenants.
Veriu Hotels like to do things a little bit differently. With
a belief in creating authentic connections between
cities and the people who pass through them, Veriu are
hosts to over 20 bespoke hotels around Australia. More
importantly, they are as much in love with this thriving
neighbourhood as we are.
Get to know this eclectic and friendly bunch a bit
more below.

Level: 6
Industry: Hospitality
Team: 50+
Looking to collaborate: Absolutely

WHAT WE’RE ALL ABOUT

WHY WE CHOSE +U

Veriu was started by Sydney locals that love this city.
Today, we create hotels that enable guests to feel
connected to this thriving city, in a way that is unique
to them. Our collection of ‘neighbourhood hotels’ are
rooted in their location and architecture. Each engages
their surrounding village and local communities.

We’re all about collaboration and mixing it up with
likeminded people - we feel it keeps us on our toes.
We decided to move in to +U because we felt it fit our
work culture and ethic. We’re also pretty excited for the
ground floor cafe and bar as well as the personal bike
racks.

WHAT WE’RE WORKING ON

WHERE WE HANGOUT.

We’ve been around for a little while, but we’re more
concerned about where we’re going. We’re currently
developing a series of new hotels in Melbourne that will
be brought to life by the community around them.

You’ll mostly find us roaming around on level 6 but we
also love a chat. You’ll probably notice us popping into
your level, your yoga class or picking your brains by the
bar for counsel on the regular. We hope we can offer
the same to others. Come say hi!

Looking for a new workspace or maybe you just want to come
hangout with likeminded people? Get in touch or book a tour here.

